SEATTLE UNIVERSITY FACTS

Four bachelor degree programs, three minors and 600+ courses include justice and sustainability.

27 justice and sustainability student clubs

SEATTLE UNIVERSITY DOES NOT SELL ANY SINGLE-USE PLASTIC WATER BOTTLES.

CLIMATE ACTION

- Seattle University was the first Jesuit university in the world to commit to fossil fuel divestment and is committed to FULLY DIVEST its endowment by 2023
- SU has reduced greenhouse gas emissions by 19% since 2009

SU ranks #14 on Sierra magazine’s “Cool Schools” rankings for SUSTAINABILITY LEADERSHIP among universities thanks to our extensive efforts to promote, teach and practice sustainability. Seattle U is the only Pacific Northwest institution in the Top 20.

The SU campus has been designated as a “Wildlife Habitat” and a “Tree Campus”.

Our grounds are 100% ORGANICALLY MAINTAINED and include many edible gardens.